“Professor Moore provides an unusually sophisticated analysis of the problem of the
causes of war; he draws together and interprets many diverse literatures. His ‘incentive
theory’ – carefully but persuasively stated – will stimulate fresh thought and contribute to
scholarship and intelligent discussions.”
--PROFESSOR ALEXANDER L. GEORGE, Stanford University, Department of
Political Science
“Incentives Matter. The explanatory power of this simple principle is universal over all
behavioral domains, including war and peace. This hitherto neglected extension becomes
the focus of inquiry in this book.”
--PROFESSOR JAMES M. BUCHANAN, Nobel Lauriat in Economics
“This is an important book. Science and technology, along with the blessings they bring
us, make continuing brutality an ever present ingredient of international tensions and
conflicts. We must reverse that trend. It is time to end the easy pattern of war and replace
it with a movement for democracy and human dignity. This book shows us how.”
--AMBASSADOR MAX KAMPELMAN, former head of the U.S. delegation to
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and recipient of the Presidential
Medal of Freedom
“Solving the War Puzzle” is that rare national security policy book; an insightful
examination of the theory and causes of war grounded in rigorous scholarship but
tempered by the author's real world experience of statecraft. His contributions to
American foreign policy successes in recent decades give real authority to new
frameworks he puts forward for the development of successful policy on war and peace
in the age of terrorism.”
--JOHN F. LEHMAN, former Secretary of the Navy
“This is a book that should be widely read and debated. It challenges classical ‘realist’
and ‘idealist’ traditions – not through ideological criticism but by building bridges
between them. It is a provocative, constructive effort to address the central questions of
the last century and, all too possibly, the next: Why do wars happen? How can they better
be prevented? And how can the promotion of democracy contribute? Read it – and urge
others to, as well.”
-- PROFESSOR ANTHONY LAKE, Edmund A Walsh School of Foreign Service,
Georgetown University, and former Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs
“John Norton Moore has given us a remarkable and creative synthesis of the empirical
and theoretical knowledge about war. Strong supporters of both democracy and
deterrence will be pleased to learn that they are thereby fostering peace as well.”
--R. JAMES WOOLSEY, former Director of Central Intelligence

